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This DLC adds Act 5 Plains of Karponia with new bosses and relics that are fun and worthwhile additions to the already
addictive base game. Not to mention that the new Samurai class that comes with this expansion is a lot of fun to play as and still
feels just as unique as the others. Definitely a must have for fans of the game.. Too much fun, Worth every penny! brings it
back to true SNES gameplay and done quite well. Multiplayer is still in Alpha and there are a few bugs but they should be fixed
over time.. I bought the original game and DLC The Karp of Doom ( Digitall Collector's Edition) couple of months ago but i did
not receive the DLC , but i only can play original game, it says that i dont have DLC ingame , but it appears in steam library.
Don't buy the DLC, It is not working.. It's a must have DLC if you want online multiplayer. Sure, the netcode doesnt work half
the time and when it does it crashes randomly, but it's still fun since everything is fun with friends. I rate it a 4 out of 5.. Fun,
hard, satan, and HARD 10/10. Very nice Game. Fun, hard, satan, and HARD 10/10. Very simple to pick up and control this
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faced paced twin stick shooter, but it is a very cahllenging game also. Basically fight off 5 waves on enemies then a boss, rince
and repeat and it gets harder each time, every 30 levels reach a new zone. 7 Diverse characters to chose from ragning from a
flame shooting pyromancer to a molotov concktail throwing chainsaw weidling redneck. Many items to pick up and skill to learn
and level and most of all many monsters to kill. What is there not to like. Indie game of the year for me.. This dlc is not worth it.
Five bucks and it is the same as the palidin class. Not worth it.. Pretty fun game and time waster. Havean't tried the multiplayer
aspect of it yet. Good for a quick time burner.
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